XIV
THE G I INVASION
1945-1950
The United States was not prepared when the Japanese
military pushed the nation into war on that December day in
1941; but people learn, and early in the war, thought was given
to preparation for peace. Accordingly in June 1944, President
Roosevelt signed the bill which came to be known universally
as the G I Bill of Rights. Among various other benefits, it
provided for funds calculated to pay tuition, subsistence, and
rent of veterans and their families, and made it possible for
almost any veteran to receive schooling in keeping with the
length of his term of service in the armed forces.
It soon became evident that the men lately in service were
not going to let their great opportunity go by default. They
began pouring into the schools and colleges, and the G I plan
turned out to be the most gigantic adult education program in
history. The long term of 1945-46 opened just after the war had
ended, and we started the year with the largest enrollment
since 1929, even though there were relatively few veterans.
Three hundred eight veterans enrolled for the spring semester,
out of a total of 1,045 students, making the largest student
body in history. Then in September of 1946 they came by the
hundreds, and before enrollment was discontinued they numbered nearly 800 and represented one half of the student body
of 1,600. There were nearly two men for each woman on the
campus. In March 1947, veterans totaled 871, and of these 103
were Part VII, or disabled. If the airmen be counted with the
branch of the service to which they were linked, eighty percent
had served in the Army, 15 percent in the Navy, and five
percent in the Marines. Five of the total were WACS or
WAVES. Subsistence allowance for Part VII men was $105
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monthly for those married, and for Part VIII, those without
disability, the subsistence was $90.
Many of these people were former students, happy that the
ordeal of war was over and grateful that it was given to them to
return to their alma mater and finish their education. Others
had learned of Hardin-Simmons through its ex-students. For
instance, Al Milch, a marine, and D. W. (Doc) Brantley talked
Hardin-Simmons so much on Guam that they influenced seven
men to come to us. It turned out that all seven were interested
in athletics and at least two, Howard and Bob McChesney,
became outstanding in football. Ninety-one colleges were represented among the transfer students during the fall of 1946,
and the problem of securing transcripts was a vexing one.
These men had been toughened by toil and pain, matured by
reflection that comes with lonely vigil, and seasoned by the
peril of prolonged exposure and battle. They had seen much of
the world, had touched the minds of other men from places far
and near. Four, three, two, or even one year before they had left
as boys; now they came back as men. They were not disposed to
talk of their experiences, except in places where they could be
certain they had an eager audience. They sought to avoid the
mistake of an instructor, a veteran of World War I, who soon
had students saying in mock seriousness that he was a great
fellow but that he could not have won the war all by himself. He
must have had a little help.
Occasionally a Brand reporter was able to pick a few facts
out of these men. Larry Skylstadt was always seen with his
dog, a dog that once belonged to a German colonel. Gus Dixon,
who had seen long and hard service, headed the local chapter of
Disabled American Veterans. Dick Busse, who had lost an arm
in service but was engaging in sports in order to become a
coach, had registered in 1940 as Richard Chester Bussell. He
had been shot down, all told, five times. In the army his name
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was so frequently written Russell that he decided to change it
to Busse. Preacher Gilbert Skaar, from Newport, Washington,
carried a bazooka in Europe with the Ninety-Ninth Infantry
Division, which incidentally was "Little Doc" Mobley's division. In the Battle of the Bulge, Skaar's company lay in snow
all one day, held down by German fire. Herman L. Petty was a
medic with the Thirty-Fifth Infantry Division that suffered
20,000 casualties. Joe Allison had spent forty-seven months in
the Navy and was in engagements from the Coral Sea on to the
end of the war. F. Dillon Wear had made the Navy a profession.
He was at Vera Cruz in the crisis of 1914, was a gunner in
World War I, and at Pearl Harbor his vessel, the Phoneix,
managed to get to sea, save itself, and return fire. Now, at
fifty-three, Wear was using his GI rights to finish college. A
private in World War I, he had continued with the Army
Engineers and in special service (instructor in Texas A. and M.
College), and had retired a full colonel in 1947.
A few veterans were disappointed with college, and their
teachers were disappointed with them. On the whole, however,
they did better than the general run of students, and Part VII
(disabled) men did best of all. I recall the case of one man who
had quit high school at about the tenth grade and married. His
tests indicated that he did not have the foundation to do college
work. I had known him all of his life, however, and believing
that his innate ability was greater than the tests indicated, I
asked that he be admitted and be given a chance. At first he
barely held on, but his grades improved and in his senior year
he maintained an "A" record.
These men had a sense of urgency too often missing in the
general run of collegians. "When I am studying at night," one
man is quoted as saying, "I keep thinking that I am working by
the light of a candle and that candle is being marked off in
years of my life." It was to be expected that the presence of
veterans would leave a distinct impact on campus life and
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ways. By way of loss, the ancient rule against smoking on the
campus went by default. More than half of the men smoked,
perhaps two-thirds of them did so. They had done it so long and
it had become so fixed in their thinking and habits, that we
soon came to the conclusion that any attempt to enforce the
rule would do more harm than good. It seemed sensible to
devote our energies to matters that would have a more sympathetic reception and a better chance to succeed.
By way of gain, the years of the veterans represented the
beginning of the end of hazing. These men had no interest in
hazing and most of them would not have tolerated being hazed.
In spite of the wails about freshmen being "neglected" hazing
soon ebbed to a point of no consequence and has never been
appreciably revived since. For gain or for loss, veterans did not
make the best boosters for college teams. They furnished some
great athletes, and the teams of the G I years surpassed all
other teams; but many veterans took the attitude of a man I
heard reply to another. "Let's go to the pep rally," said a friend
to Henry Hart. "Ah," he replied, "that's silly," and set out for
the Library.
The preparation for this host that came upon us taxed the
energy, the resources, and the patience of all concerned. Serious consideration was given to limiting enrollment, or discontinuing it at 1,200, one-half veterans. Such a practice would,
however, have been contrary to the tradition of the school and
the prevailing thought of those who had controlled it since its
infancy. The institution had been established for service, and
the extent of its service was determined largely by the number
it served. Throughout its history it had sought to obtain more
students; now that it had the opportunity of enrolling large
numbers, why should it reverse its policy and reject any who
were qualified? Another matter of great importance was the
urgency that confronted the veterans. Their opportunity was
at hand; they must seize it by the forelock or lose it forever. If
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they were going to college they must go at once, and many of
those who applied for admission must get their college work in
Abilene if they were to get it at all.
Although the inrush may have been a little greater than had
been anticipated, it did not take us by surprise. In the fall of
1943 I appointed a faculty committee, with Hoyt Ford chairman, on the needs and plans for the years ahead. This group did
some very useful work. The panel anticipated the great incoming of veterans and also the problems and the opportunities
that would be brought about by the doubling of student enrollment. The committee gave thoughtful consideration to the
demands that likely would be made for changes in the curriculum and the college program generally. It was anticipated
that many veterans would be seeking vocational training that
would equip them for earning a living at the very earliest date
possible. Wisely, the committee, joined by the faculty, agreed
that Hardin-Simmons should not become a vocational school
but should remain primarily a college of liberal arts and sciences, emphasizing the Christian way of life and broad basic
training. It was, nevertheless, the conclusion that the vocational and professional programs already in effect should be
expanded. The fields were primarily music, the training of
religious workers, teacher preparation, and business education.
In the main the university followed these recommendations.
With a few exceptions it kept its offerings within the
framework that had been established through the years preceding. If all demands for additions to the curriculum had been
met, we should soon have had a plethora of new courses and
departments that would have died on the vine after the veterans quit enrolling. Some modifications seemed mandatory,
however. Offerings in geology and radio were increased to the
extent of providing a major in each; and other departments
added courses wherever there was a pronounced need. Enroll186
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ment during the G I years built up most rapidly in business
administration. More than a third of all students were taking
one or more such courses in the fall of 1947. W. D. Rich,
chairman of the department, cautioned students that in the
years ahead the demand for people with this training likely
would decline sharply. One notable departure from the conservative curricular policy followed generally was that of establishing a college of Business Administration. This proved to be
a mistake and was soon rectified. The resources of the institution were not adequate for such an undertaking. A plan of
providing a counselor for every student was adopted in 1947.
With enrollment doubling and classes increasing both in size
and in numbers, classroom facilities obviously would be
crowded. The school day was lengthened to twelve or fourteen
hours, and ingenius and cooperative teachers and students
made an inadequate school plant serve in a remarkable way.
Enough textbooks could not be had, but patience and persistence also solved this problem. The most serious of all problems, transcending in importance all others combined, was
that of securing qualified teachers. With salaries that were no
better than those of other colleges of West Texas, if as good, and
not far above the scale of the better public school systems, the
task of increasing a faculty by fifty or seventy-five percent
represented a staggering undertaking. The difficulty was all
the greater because other institutions were working desperately to fill vacancies. Any college teacher with a modicum of
preparation and a fair record could secure half a dozen offers
within a week.
We secured teachers wherever they could be found. Fortunately most of our former teachers who had been away on leave
were happy to return. The key to our solution of the problem
was, however, in the pool of educated people in Abilene not
linked with any institution of learning. Some of them were
ex-students, a greater number were loyal public spirited citi187
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zens impressed by the appeal we made to give aid to a great
undertaking that meant so much in the interest of veterans.
They took only one or two classes each but in the aggregate
they supplied the teaching force that made the programs for
veterans possible in Hardin-Simmons. I hesitate to attempt to
name them. I think of Robert M. WagstafF, who taught business law and became so absorbed in his subject that he wrote,
edited, and published a textbook; of Walter Pope, Jr., Harvey L.
Hayes, Jr., C. R. Kinard, Elbert Hall, Frank Conselman, Randall Jackson, Lockett Shelton and H. L. Skinner. There were
women teachers also, who found time for teaching in addition
to their responsibilities to family and home. Among these were
Mesdames Worth Baugh, Tate May, Lee Kincaid, Johnnie Lee
Bounds, and Carl Mahan and Miss Ollie Lena Olsen. Some
teachers, such as Carl Gatlin, helped us in the emergency and
continued on the faculty. We could not have carried on without
these friends and we could not have secured qualified teachers
elsewhere. Meanwhile there were added some very capable
people who were making teaching their profession. Among
these were W. D. Rich, Clifton Malone, Fred Fisher, Lindell O.
Harris, Glenn Tallant, and William O. Beazley.
As preparations were under way for school opening in 1945,
a loss came to the university and to me personally that struck
as a lash. I had been away for the day and returned to be
greeted by Mrs. Richardson at the door with the faltering
words, "Dean Campbell is dead." I had talked with him just the
day before. Indeed, he had been in his office as late as 2:30 that
afternoon, returned home, and died at five. He was a talented
teacher, a capable executive and now, of all times, seemed
indispensable. To me his death brought grief and a sense of loss
deep and abiding. We had been good friends for almost thirty
years. Fortunately Robert A. Collins had returned from service
with the Air Force and was in position to take up Campbell's
administrative work. W. T. Walton continued with the duties
of Dean of Students; Maude King became Assistant Dean of
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Women and later Dean of Women.
A few weeks after the passing of Dean Campbell, the university suffered another great loss in the death of Jesse C. Hunter,
President of the Hardin-Simmons Board of Trustees. He had
succeeded to the post in March preceding, and although he
heistated to accept the responsibility, he threw into the direction of the institution the same energy and zeal that had caused
him to be recognized as the foremost independent oil man in
the nation. His death, coming just at the beginning of a period
of great expansion, was a great shock to the university and to
me personally. W. P. Wright was chosen to succeed Judge
Hunter. In the years that were to come his counsel and loyal
interest would be most gratifying, and my association with him
proved to be one of the rich rewards of the presidency.
For veterans, a majority of whom were married, the problem
of housing was always with us. In this connection both the
friends of the university and the government gave much aid.
Before the war ended, Mr. and Mrs. George S. Anderson gave to
the institution building lots adequate for fifty cottages, with
the provision that the housing be made available to preacher
students. The lots lay west of Grape Street and about a half
mile north of the campus. Near this site the university bought
acreage ample for housing and all other purposes. Soon Camp
Barkeley, with its millions of feet of lumber, was deactivated;
and its buildings, which the government disposed of, supplied
lumber for the colleges for the cost of removing it. About sixty
houses were erected and eight large barracks were moved in
from Camp Barkeley and made into apartments for couples
and dormitories for single men. Twenty-five trailer houses
were leased from the government and set up on Pine Street lots
just east of the campus, belonging to Judge Otis Beall Kent of
Washington, D. C. All of these facilities, aggregating nearly
200 housing units, were not adequate for all needs, but they
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helped and they proved to be self liquidating.
Meanwhile the university had entered a program for erecting more enduring buildings. The movement for a Sandefer
Memorial, launched immediately after President Sandefer's
death, had been delayed several times by a series of causes —
the war, inability to secure building materials, differences of
opinion as to the t} pe of structure that was needed, and delay in
raising funds. For awhile it was linked with other building
projects in a program aggregating $1,500,000. In 1945 the
services of a commercial money-raising company were secured;
and with the help of the president, the faculty, some trustees
and other friends, a comprehensive organization was set up,
with ex-students banded together in some sixty communities.
Much good work was done and some substantial results attained. On the whole, the campaign was, nevertheless, disappointing. Apparently the failure stemmed from several basic
causes: no gifts in the hundred thousand dollar class were
forthcoming; the university did not have enough rich or wellto-do alumni; too many ex-students failed to give anything,
and the donations of too many who gave were too small. We had
not educated our alumni in giving and it was not possible to run
out and overcome the neglect of fifty years in fifty days. H-SU
administrators now realize that alumni must be kept informed
continuously about the work of the school and must have presented to them at least once a year, in a personal face-to-face
appeal, the opportunities of service through contributing to
their alma mater.
Later, when the program was centered on Sandefer Memorial, Trustee and Alumnus Barney Carter and Trustee O. D.
Dillingham made generous donations, others joined them; and
Sandefer Memorial, a beautiful building serving as a combined
library and administration building, was completed in 1949.
That Hardin-Simmons needed even then both a library build190
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ing and an administration building and that the combination
of the two was not all that was desired was well understood by
all. Not what is wished for but what can be had and paid for
must constitute the guidelines for a voluntarily supported institution of learning. The building fittingly was located in the
center of the campus and made attractive.
At the cornerstone laying ceremonies, D. M. Wiggins, and
John J. Hill of Nashville, editor of Southern Baptist Convention publications, were the speakers. It was gratifying that
Mrs. Sandefer could attend this function. Her heart had been
linked with the university for forty years, and for her this
memorial was a sort of life's cap sheaf. Her special interest had
been campus beautification and her last project was to promote
the building of the bell tower that stands in the campus
triangle and has become a shrine. She lived only a year after
the laying of the cornerstone of Sandefer Memorial.
Mrs. Sandefer's name should be linked always with the old
college bell, which is truly a campus heirloom. The bell was
presented to Simmons College in the late Nineteenth Century
by Mr. G. C. Bennett of Millsap. It was swung in the bell tower
of old Main Building. A long rope was attached and dropped to
second floor where it could be reached conveniently. For two
decades and more this bell, this rope, and a janitor (more or less
punctual) made the Simmons College time piece. Students
arose by the bell and attended classes by the bell. People a mile
away could hear the clear tones that came from the seven
hundred-pound masterpiece of the bell-maker's art. In spite of
locks, student pranksters managed to ring it occasionally at
hours when its tones were not altogether soothing. But that
was accepted as an indispensable part of college life. On special
occasions, such as outstanding athletic victories, much bellringing was in order.
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When Simmons Science Hall was built, most of old Main
Building was torn away and the bell tower destroyed. The old
bell then was set on the roof of Science Hall and never swung.
That it should be thus sequestered did not please some students
and one night they dropped it from the roof of Science Hall to
the ground. The bell was cracked and its mellow tone was gone
forever.
Realizing that the old bell was a priceless token of the early
Simmons years, Mrs. Sandefer set to work to secure the building of an attractive bell tower. Her son, J. D. Sandefer, Jr.,
aided in this, and the old college bell has become another
campus shrine. It is now a fitting memorial to both of them.
When the university library was moved into Sandefer
Memorial, Anna Hall, the oldest building on the campus, was
left vacant and almost crumbling. We managed, nevertheless,
to find a few thousand dollars to spend on it and make of it an
improvised student center. For such a purpose much was missing in the old dormitory with its rich memories and traditions,
but it was the best facility for recreation we had ever had and it
was used extensively until it was removed to make room for
Moody Center.
The old "Corner" at Hickory and Ambler still continued to be
a popular gathering place. In 1924, J. D. (Doc) Atkinson, a
farmer with five children at or nearing college age, bought the
drug store and proceeded in business. The "Corner," "Atkinsons," or just "Doc's" grew from the stock of the old Needmore
tradition and for numbers of student generations it was about
as much a student center as the college book store. Every
student knew the place and was acquainted with its genial
proprietor. The improvised student center on the campus was
popular, but apparently it did not diminish greatly the crowd
at the "Corner."
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As World War II drew to a close, the need for a new dormitory
for women seemed imperative. At the opening of the fall semester of 1945,133 young women were rooming in town away from
their homes. The dormitory was begun and its construction
pushed as rapidly as possible, but it was not until the spring
semester of 1947 that it was available for use. The idea occurred to J. D. Sandefer, Jr. to make the new building a memorial
to the late Judge Jesse C. Hunter. President W. P. Wright and
other members of the board joined in the idea; and Eugene
Holman, Wallace Pratt, George Hill, and other outstanding oil
men, applied to it their influence and their energy. As president of the Midcontinent Oil and Gas Association during the
war, Judge Hunter had rendered service both to the industry
and to the nation that was truly magnificent. As a tribute to his
memory the industry contributed more than half of the cost of
Hunter Hall, and the building was dedicated on October 13,
1948, with an impressive program, attended by a large number
of the leading oil men of the Southwest and, indeed, of the
nation.
George A. Hill of Houston, President of the Houston Oil
Company brought the dedicatory address in which he paid
tribute to Judge Hunter's lovable personal traits and recounted his leadership of the oil industry. I made the response
to the dedicatory address. Since my address on that occasion
sets forth both my appreciation of Judge Hunter and the extended relationship between Hardin-Simmons and the oil industry, I quote from it at length:
This occasion brings sadness to us because it reminds
us of the loss through death of a great and good friend. It
brings satisfaction because so many are gathered here
to honor his memory.
It seems natural and fitting that the men of the oil
industry should wish to establish a memorial to Jesse
C. Hunter .... He served the industry and through the
industry served America with distinction ....
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The university is already greatly indebted to the oil
industry. A list of benefactions made by oil men would
be a long one .... Hardin-Simmons University has
much in common with the oil industry .... The men
and women who founded the institution, like those who
have through the years fostered and sustained it, believed in free enterprise and individual initiative — in
the profit motive, if you please. They have believed that
if people are to make profits in business they must take
risks and if they take risks they must not be denied the
opportunity of making profits if their enterprise is successful. Jesse C. Hunter believed in these principles,
and no one sought to maintain them with greater zeal
and consistency than he.
Please permit me to point out that Hardin-Simmons
University has made some worthy contributions to the
oil industry. A relatively large number of its exstudents are engaged in some phase of that business. I
believe that they would be willing to credit their alma
mater for at least a part of their success. This not so
much because of any transferable skills they may have
acquired here as because of certain attitudes that became fixed and the inspiration of associating with some
great teachers.
Ladies and gentlemen, Hardin-Simmons University
covenants with these benefactors to make this building
a worthy part of a worthy university. We shall always
seek to maintain in it an atmosphere of refinement and
gentle kindness, a wholesome Christian environment
in keeping with the character of Jesse Coleman Hunter.
After the dedicatory address and the response, Eugene Holman of the class of 1916, president of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, unveiled the memorial plaque.
Before Hunter Hall had been completed, Mrs. W. J. Behrens
had contributed funds for the remodeling of the University
Auditorium, which was then named Behrens Chapel.
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In the affairs of institutions, as well as in the lives of individuals, it happens from time to time that things unexpected
and not planned upset programs and make mandatory new
plans. It was about two o'clock on a February afternoon in 1947
that word reached me in my office that Abilene Hall was afire. I
hurried to the building, but found there only a little evidence of
a fire and but little excitement. The situation was in sharp
contrast with an incident I recall taking place in Abilene Hall
away back in the twenties. During chapel, tiny plumes of
smoke appeared out of the steps in the balcony. Somebody
pronounced the word fire; students were on their feet in an
instant and rushing for the doors. One student jumped out of a
window and sprained his ankle. Edna Baker, who had to walk
with crutches, was threatened with being crushed to death.
Some of us on stage began in stentorian voice to plead with
students to take their time, pointing out that the fire could not
hurt anybody if they acted sensibly, but that people could be
killed in the rush. Our appeal seemed to have helped a little.
Nobody was hurt seriously, and the fire was extinguished with
a bucket of water.
On the occasion of the great fire at Abilene Hall there was no
conduct after this fashion. There is an anecdote that Miss Eva
Rudd was commenting on some passage before a class in English when Doris Parker timidly raised her hand. The good
teacher gave her a look and a nod, implying that she would get
around to her in a moment. When the young lady was more
insistent and was joined in hand-raising by her classmate,
Lavoy Owens, Miss Rudd said impatiently, "Now girls wait till
we finish this paragraph." Whereupon, so runneth the bruit,
Doris said: "But Miss Rudd, the floor under my chair is on fire."
When told about the fire Mrs. Richardson said to her class:
"Take your books with you; we likely shall not come back
today. For tomorrow complete the exercises beginning on page
198." Then the group walked out of the building in orderly
fashion.
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When I arrived at the building firemen were already at
hand, there was little evidence of fire except for smoke coming
out from the floors here and there, and there seemed to be no
reason why the fire could not be put out with little damage
other than that done by water. Students were busy emptying
the building. I stopped them. We were not going to lose the
building, I insisted, and the moving of furniture and equipment was necessarily somewhat destructive. Thus we lost a
precious fifteen minutes.
But the fire was an insidious thing. Whiffs of smoke became
streams which every now and then broke out from some new
location. We could not see any blaze; but the old adage about
where there is so much smoke there must be some fire, came
home to us. Water pressure on the campus was distressingly
low. When firemen began to tear away floors to get to the fire,
the dry, hot old lumber blazed like shavings, and there was not
enough water to douse the fire.
And so we moved out whatever could be saved and watched
the blaze eat Abilene Hall away. Students and teachers opened
lines, everybody helped; and the building was emptied in orderly fashion of almost everything that could be saved. It was a
slow, hard death, for it took the old building more than two
hours to burn. I am charged with one quip in connection with
the affair. Marion McClure kept going back into the band room
looking for equipment. Finally I protested at the hazard he was
taking. He replied that he just had to get out the harp. Whereupon I retorted that if he did not stay out of that burning
building he would find himself with a harp and a crown. Later
Albert Odom told me how he and several of the boys got the
harp out the back door. Fortunately nobody was injured in any
way.
So Abilene Hall was a charred ruin. Here we were, an institution designed for six or seven hundred students, with more
than 1,600 enrolled, and with forty percent of its classroom
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space in ruins. It was my low hour as president of HardinSimmons University. What were we to do? Fortunately our
laboratories were in other buildings and our library was not
affected. Most college classes can in an emergency meet almost
anywhere. T. V. Smith, a distinquished American who has
been linked with some of the nation's noted universities, relates that by choice he often met small classes, when the
weather was favorable, under a campus tree.
Even as the blaze was consuming the old building, Aubrey
Stephenson (rest his soul) volunteered the use of the University Baptist Church. He was chairman of the board of deacons
and could speak with assurance. Nearly a hundred classes
were scheduled for the church and the remainder of the displaced groups were located in the president's home, dormitory
reception rooms, and other convenient niches here and there.
Everybody cooperated; there were no complaints. How often do
we grumble at students about their habits and attitudes that
offend us and forget that in times of trial they can be magnificent.
Although it was old and worn, the loss of Abilene Hall was a
severe blow; but its burning made a great opportunity for gain.
At Camp Barkeley was a huge field house which HardinSimmons and half a dozen other schools and colleges in this
vicinity were most eager to get. Probably the reason that the
federal agency had not yet disposed of it was that everybody
wanted it, and to give it to one would offend the others less
fortunate. There were not enough field houses to go around.
Now, however, the claims of Hardin-Simmons were incontestable; nobody else could even approximate the urgency of our
appeal. We proposed to take the huge structure apart, move it
to the campus, reconstruct it, and partition it into classrooms, a
type of use that in the government books ranked well above
that of use for a gymnasium. We got a commitment on the
building. But how was it to be moved and set up on the campus?
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Always alert to the interests of the university and making
friends for it, E. W. (Bill) Ledbetter, the business manager, set
himself to this task and secured from Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Rose
a substantial part of the cost of moving the structure to the
campus, setting it up, and adding on each side generous space
that would make it a great gymnasium and the largest indoor
gathering place in West Texas. Then Ledbetter continued his
efforts and raised the rest of the money needed for the enterprise, most donations coming from persons who were already
heavily committed for gifts to Hardin-Simmons. The Field
House was opened to the public on December 18, 1947. I was
quoted as saying at its dedication that "fair play, upright
conduct, honesty in athletics and genuine sportsmanship"
should always prevail there. And added:"We dedicate this
building for the use of our teams, classes in physical education,
and for great gatherings in this generation and for student
generations to come." For two decades it met fully these expectations; then the condition of its floors made it no longer usable
for intercollegiate games.
Rose Field House was a sort of bonus. Abilene Hall could be
replaced by nothing less than another Abilene Hall, larger,
better built, and as fire-proof as practicable. The executive
committee of the board agreed that the opportunity must not go
by default, but insisted that the faithful few, that is members of
the committee and a score or two of other friends, could not
rebuild Abilene Hall unaided. The faithful few were too heavily involved already; Abilene generally must help in this undertaking. Who was the man who could and would lead our
forces? He must be a loyal friend, not a member of the board of
trustees. We thought of Ed Stewart. I went to see him at once,
and after some deliberation he assented, provided we find
another man who would serve with him as co-chairman. The
other man must not be a member of the board; indeed, he must
not be a Baptist, Stewart concluded and I agreed with him. The
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two of us approached Roscoe Blankenship, a Methodist, and he
agreed to serve. Now our forces had a head.
The campaign for financing the new Abilene Hall was
launched in chapel. Mr. Stewart, Mr. Blankenship, and Mr.
Caldwell presented the cause. I recall that in his speech Ed told
how W. D. Bond had pledged the three hundred dollars that he
had saved for buying a boat. Billie White, a popular co-ed, and
John (Red) Cleveland, president of the student body made their
talks; and faculty and students pledged $21,375. The performance was the fillip that Ed Stewart needed. He said he had
never seen the like. Thenceforth he had no doubts about the
success of the campaign, and Blankenship was equally convinced. Aided by a few friends of neighboring communities,
Abilene peopie contributed the greater part of the cost of the
building. In the course of construction, Abilene Hall came
along with Rose Field House and was ready for use at the
opening of the spring semester, a year from the date of the fire.
We acted in good faith when we sought and secured the large
field house for our campus to be used as an emergency classroom building. The generosity of our students, faculty, trustees, the buisnessmen of Abilene, and a few other friends made
it unnecessary to use it for that purpose. It was never partitioned into classrooms.
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